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Season off to a good start
Throughout the winter period the
Museum volunteer engineers prepare the engines and equipment for
the new season. This includes
maintenance and insurance inspections of the boiler. This year all the
hard work was rewarded with good
visitor numbers for our first open
days at Easter.
Especially popular this year have been
the Museum’s two full-size Victorian hot
-air engines which have received
maintenance to their piston seals. Also
known as Stirling engines, both have
performed well and visitors tell us how
much they appreciate seeing the video
film alongside which explains how these
enigmatic engines work.
The Museum has become a centre of
excellence for its display of Stirling engines and additions to the collection this
year are three experimental rigs developed at Harwell in the 1960s. These are
now on full display and have proved
very popular exhibits.

National Mills Weekend

Easter visitors crowding round the display of working hot-air engines and viewing the
video film which explains how these somewhat unusual engines work.

President celebrates her 90th birthday in the
40th anniversary year of the Museum
Our President has recently
celebrated her 90th birthday.
Philippa Southall has been a
staunch supporter of the Museum since it was founded by
her late husband Stephen in
1974. Stephen was the Chairman of the Herefordshire Water Board, formed in 1960 to
bring together all the small
water undertakings in the
county.

As in previous years the Museum participated in National Mills Weekend in May.
Whilst we have no mill we do display a
number of working turbines, including
the wind-powered pump and waterwheel
shown above.

The Board became part of the
forerunner of Welsh Water. With
Stephen’s foresight, and the support of Welsh Water, the Museum
was created 40 years ago. We
shall be celebrating the ruby anniversary on Gala Day this year,
27th July. We do hope that Philippa will be able to attend and
share with us the developments
which have taken place since the
sure foundations were laid by
them both in 1974.
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Focus on … the Campbell gas engine
Article compiled by Noel Meeke using archive resources and assistance from the volunteer engineers involved with the project

Gas engines of the late Victorian
period were designed to run on
producer gas in rural areas, or coal
gas in towns. Whichever gas was
used it had to be ignited in the
combustion chamber.
Igniter
For this purpose heat from an external
flame was conducted into the engine via a
ceramic tube, known as the hot
tube. This ignited the gas in the
combustion chamber to make the
engine work. Generically, these
engines are known collectively as
hot-tube gas engines.

Campbell Gas Engine Co.
Hugh Campbell was born in Glasgow in
1860. He began training as a joiner but
changed over to engineering and qualified through the Glasgow Mechanics
Institute. He spent much of his time designing a gas engine for generating
electricity and powering machinery. His
design was accepted by a Leeds firm

Museum’s Campbell
hot-tube gas engine
For many years the engine remained
cocooned in back store until it could be
accommodated for restoration and
display in the Southall Gallery. It dates
from 1895 and was originally installed at
Rhos-on-Sea in Clwyd, North Wales.
There it was used to provide
compressed air from its integral
compressor for starting much
larger water-pumping engines.
The historic engine was
donated to the Museum by Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water.
Over time this beautiful engine
has been worked on by a
number of volunteer engineers
at the Museum. Positioning
was critical as it had to be well
seen by visitors but, from a
practical point of view, situated
where it could be serviced with
gas connections, exhausted to
atmosphere and with sufficient
space to hand crank it into life.

An external
flame plays
on the tube
and the heat
is conducted
into the combustion
chamber of
the engine.

Campbell gas engine - flywheel side

Illustration of the hot-tube
method of ignition taken from an
early book on gas engines

Some experimental work was
carried out with bottled propane
gas and the engine was fitfully
brought back into operation.
However, it is Museum policy
to avoid the heavier-than-air
bottled gases in case of
unknown accumulations in
various pits on the premises.
For this reason an extension to
the Museum’s main gas supply
was installed to a suitable point
adjacent to the engine by a
qualified gas contractor. This
gas line included all the
necessary safety devices.

On the compression stroke in the
cylinder the piston pushes a
quantity of fresh (unburnt) gas/air
mixture towards the hot tube.
When the compression has
achieved sufficient pressure and
moved the compressed fuel mixture towards the red-hot area of
the tube, ignition occurs.

Ignition

Experimentally a spark plug
In early designs, ignition timing
was fitted to the combustion
was adjusted by altering the posichamber plus a battery, coil
tion of the red-hot spot on the
and points system. Unreliable
Campbell
gas
engine
compressor
side
with
volunteer
engitube. This was accomplished by
starting and running was
neers
(l-r)
Keith
Jones,
Peter
Heaton
and
Graham
Prosser
moving the burner flame along
achieved but the experiment
the external part of the tube. Later
was
discontinued.
systems used a fixed burner and varied which brought him to Yorkshire. He established his own firm in Halifax in 1883 to A new hot tube has been fabricated and
the tube lengths to change the timing.
design and produce gas engines: the the engine has been running recently for
Hot-tube materials
Campbell Gas Engine Company.
long periods without demur using
For the gas engines of the 1890s the The business thrived and expanded with authentic hot-tube ignition.
tube was usually porcelain because the
exports all over the world. The workforce
technology at the time could not provide
grew to 800 men. During WWI the compa Campbell Gas Engine Company
metals which would withstand the temny produced munitions and the workforce
peratures required sustainably. Disas- increased to more than 1500 employees.
 Halifax
trous explosions occurred which damaged the combustion chamber of the After the war there was a serious industri 1895
engine and frequently caused serious al dispute concerning Campbell’s well Engine No 4647
injuries to the operator. Historic engines intentioned use of men back from the
restored to working condition in modern trenches but not mechanically qualified.
 Bore: 5 inches (127mm)
times usually make use of thin-walled The company went into administration.
stainless steel tubes to conduct the heat Campbell tried to re-start in new premises
 Stroke: 10 inches (254mm)
but without success.
into the engine combustion chamber.
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Volunteer viewpoint
Keith Munn, Visitor Centre Volunteer

Volunteers’ activities beyond the Museum

I was born not more than 400 yards
from the Museum site and had my
secondary education at the Cathedral
School. I left at the age of 16 and
worked on a farm at Clehonger for six
months before joining the RAF.
After a three year apprenticeship at RAF
Halton I was posted to RAF Lyneham to
service aircraft, mainly Britannias and
Comet IIs. The most unlikely aircraft I
worked on at this time was an AVRO
York, a variant of the Lancaster bomber.
Posted to Cyprus in 1962, RAF Akrotiri, I
worked in the air component servicing
bay. Most of the tasks were concerned
with wheels, tyres and hydraulics on
aircraft such as the Canberra and Hunter.
During my posting at Akrotiri I flew back to
the UK and married my wife, Maureen,
whom I had known for two months before
my posting abroad. There followed a twoyear honeymoon in Cyprus, where my son
Stephen was born. We returned to the UK
as a family in April 1965.

RAF Bicester was the next posting with
major repairs to operational aircraft. My
contract with the RAF finished in 1969
and I returned to Hereford taking a training post with Hereford Transport Training
Ltd (now defunct) where I taught the driving of HGVs, fork-lift trucks and buses.
The post also included a lot of management training. I stayed for some 20 years
culminating in the establishment of a
transport training depot in Gloucester.
From there I moved on to Community
Service Volunteers in Hereford where for
about 15 years I taught adults basic skills.
Retirement came in 2004 and I was able
to indulge my long interest in flying radiocontrolled model aircraft. This has developed specifically towards gliders with
wingspans up to 2.4m (8 feet) which I fly
at Bromyard Model Flyers’ field.
I had seen a plea for more volunteers at
the Museum in the local press but due to
family commitments couldn’t take this up
at the time. I spoke with Peter Williams,
neighbour and Museum volunteer, and he
said, ‘just turn up at the Museum!’ I was
welcomed, found the conducive atmosphere suited my requirements at the time
and am very pleased to say, continues to
do so.

Visitor Centre volunteers (l-r) Joan Hughes (Museum Administrator)
Ellen Saunders and June Timson

Report taken from the Hereford Times (with due acknowledgement):
Whitecross Townswomen’s Guild
At the recent AGM Joan Hughes was elected chairman. Thanks were expressed to
Ellen Saunders for all the work she has done over the past five years as chairman.
The monthly competitions proved popular and June Timson came second overall.
Joan Hughes won the national Townswomen’s Guild Scrabble competition having
come second on two previous occasions.

Whitecross Townswomen’s Guild held their coffee morning at the Museum, 15 April.
The Museum would like to offer congratulations to all concerned.

Museum emergency book
For some time the Museum’s
Safety Officer, Peter Heaton, and
the Chairman, have been working
on an ‘Emergency To Do’ book.
The idea is that copies will be kept
in strategic and accessible places
for staff to have immediate and
succinct instructions in case of a
variety of emergencies.
The image alongside does not show
the bright red and yellow colours of
the flip-over book which makes it
stand out prominently from other
items on a notice board. Emerging
from a number of drafts the final book
has been approved for use by the
Council of Management and copies
are now displayed in the Visitor Centre, workshop, Tangye House and
Rotherwas Engine House.
The instructions are in terse language
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and larger than normal typeface. The
Trustees would be interested to know if
other museums have developed such a
book or something similar.

‘Governance’ of the Waterworks Museum
Article contributed by Richard Curtis, Vice-Chairman and Company Secretary
people find daunting, especially since
the 1990’s when it became common
parlance as ‘corporate governance’.
But in reality it is quite simple. Governance describes the way that an organisation arranges and directs its affairs
so as to comply with the laws of the
land, its objects (what an organisation
was created to do) and its internal
rules, and with generally accepted
standards of good conduct, openness
and transparency in the way it conducts its business.
Good governance is not a ‘nice to
have’; it is essential if an organisation
is to be successful – and remain successful over the long term.

Since I attended my
first meeting of the
Council of Management (in 2006 as a
representative of Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water) I have been impressed with the approach to governance at the Waterworks Museum. It is
of a far higher standard than many
larger organisations, and one of the
reasons why I was so pleased to be
invited to become Vice-Chairman of
the Museum in 2013.
‘Governance’ (derived from the Greek
verb ‘to steer’) is a little word that many

Archive activities
Contributed by Fred Snelgrove, Joint Collections Officer

The Museum archive holds a collection of magazines and
books all of which are available for viewing by any volunteer
or member on days when the Museum is open. They are also
available to view (and copy if required at a small charge) by
any member of the public by prior appointment. Regrettably, very little use
is being made of this facility and serious consideration is being given to disposing of magazines (see below) to free up space which is in short supply
in the Bob Benson Archive Room. It may be a question of use it or lose it.

Printed books

Magazines

The archive holds a collection of technical books and other very interesting
publications relating to water supplies,
and so on. Overall topics include:

The archive currently receives and
stores three principal magazines:







Mechanical and electrical engineering
Steam, diesel and petrol engines
Leather, copper, building, plumbing and
general metalworking
Manufacturers’ catalogues
Specific engineering firms

Photographic slides
The archive includes a collection of several hundred slides which show the installation of the water pipework, mostly
in Hereford but also around the county,
which were taken in the 1960s. This is
an interesting snapshot of Hereford at
this time and could be a project for
someone to digitise.





Stationary Engine
Old Glory
Vintage Spirit

Handbooks and parts lists
We have a collection of handbooks and
parts lists, some original and some photocopies. Examples:





Lister
Ruston Hornsby
Bamford

Photographs
There is a small collection of photographs, mostly black and white, of various pumping stations, engines and
pumps within the Welsh Water area.

Magazines on the March! (Unless we hear from you . . .)
The intention is to dispose of the collection of Old Glory and Vintage Spirit magazines as they are taking up valuable shelf space in the Archive Room. They have
never (to our knowledge) been looked at by anyone since they were added to the
overall collection. Disposal can be through displaying and selling from the table in
the Visitor Centre or sold on e-bay.
The collection of Stationary Engine magazines is to be retained as their content is of
greater technical interest and is more related to the Museum's collection of engines
and pumps. However, to our knowledge, these magazines also have never been
looked at in the Archive Room.
From the Editor: please contact Fred with your views on the retention of these
magazines . You can do this in person at the Museum on Tuesdays or email him
collections@waterworksmuseum.org.uk
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So what does it mean for the Waterworks
Museum? We are subject to the general
laws of the land like any other public sector body or private company and as a registered company we have to comply with
the Companies Acts. But most importantly,
we are a registered charity and we have to
manage the Museum in a way that meets
our charitable purposes and the standards
of accountability set by the UK Charity
Commissioner. We also have to comply
with the any terms and conditions attached
to our funding arrangements or to the important artefacts that we have in our care.

Accreditation
In June we submitted an application to
renew our ‘accredited’ museum status for
another five years. This meant providing
copious evidence to show that we have
good systems of governance and management; that we are financially (and environmentally) sustainable; that we have secure
occupation of our premises and have effective forward planning; that we put the
safety of our visitors and volunteers at the
top of our agenda; and that the we have
proper systems to manage and conserve
the collections in our care.
Governance of the Waterworks Museum is
the collective responsibility of the Directors
and the Trustees who can be held to account for the way the Museum is managed
and how our financial and other resources
are applied - a big responsibility for people
who voluntarily give their valuable time to
the Museum. This is why good governance
means more than just complying with the
law (ticking boxes); to be truly effective it
needs an organisational ethos and culture
like ours – transparent, open, no unnecessary bureaucracy and an environment in
which every volunteer can play a part.

Snippet
Did you know … even on a conservative
estimate, the Museum’s volunteers donate
over 8,000 hours a year to operate the
Museum, and maintain and develop its
important collections?
If anyone would like to know more about
how the Museum is governed, please feel
free to contact me.
rgcurtis@btinternet.com 01874 620 614

New role in
engineering
At the May meeting of
the Council of Management John Depledge was
co-opted as a Trustee of
the Waterworks Museum
and appointed to the new
role of Deputy Chief Engineer. John has
been with us now for more than two years
and comes from a very varied background
in engineering and engineering management. We welcome his appointments.

Engineering progress report: round up
Hill diesel engine

Guest & Chrimes water-level
indicator

Michael Lewis and Tony Hodson have
worked assiduously during the off-season
to reposition and renovate the river-level
indicator which used to stand in Bay 4. It
works from a float in the sump where the
water level is the same as that in the
River Wye. Rewinding the fine cord
round the grooved drum proved very
tricky. The dial has been cleaned and the
indicator casing has been brought up to a
fine standard in the original livery.

Steam-raising boiler inspection

Some time ago the Museum was donated
a mains-voltage generating set which had
been used on a farm at Wellington, near
Hereford. The diesel engine powering the
generator is labelled Hill Diesel. Research
has shown that it was made by the Hill
Diesel Engine Co, of Lansing, Michigan.
Pete Hollenberg has taken on the task of
bringing the generating set back to life and
spent much of the winter working on the
alternator and switchgear. Now the emphasis is on the six-cylinder diesel engine.
The cylinder head has been lifted and restoration is progressing well. In the image
above Pete is assisted by Brian Davies.

Triple-expansion re-start

Prior to the Easter opening the boiler had its
annual inspection which this year required
some non-destructive testing of the seams.
Peter Heaton, Chief Engineer, undertook the
strip down and prepared the boiler for the
insurance inspectors to do their work. New
gaskets had to be fabricated (image left).
The boiler passed with flying colours.

Following much work on the condensate
pump, including a new piston rod, the triple
-expansion engine was re-started 1st April.

Massington line-shaft project in progress

Wind pump maintenance

This longer-term project involves an historic Wilson single-cylinder horizontal oil
engine (from Grampian Transport Museum) driving a set of triple-pumps through an
overhead line-shaft. This line-shaft was used at Massington Pumping Station near
Ledbury and is the only remaining artefact from the early twentieth century water
supply for the town. Concrete foundations for the heavy engine are in progress.

The wind pump has been repainted from
top to toe by E C Joseph & Sons Ltd, and
the mechanism lubricated by the Museum.
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Events and visits
Hereford & District Preservation Society on site
The Society fills the Museum courtyard once a year
with its wonderful range of
historic standing engines
and vehicles. Sunday, 27th
April saw an excellent turnout of about twenty working
engines and six tractors.
The standard of restoration
that the members achieve
and maintain is very high
indeed. Having the Society’s engines on site increases considerably the number
of visitors to the Museum
for the day.
Images clockwise from top left:
Society members arriving in
the early morning and setting
up their engines for the day.
Peter Allen, also a Museum
volunteer, with his restored
French 5hp petrol engine.
Some of the historic tractors on
display including here a BMB
President and a Case model S.
A Stover K-type American
1½hp engine restored and
owned by Adam Bond.

Piglet Playtime Day

Spring Bank Holiday weekend

Daniel, James and Lucy Price, who live on Broomy Hill, thoroughly enjoying Piglet Playtime Day in the May half-term break

Sarah and Iain Davies with their children Flora and Ruby take a
break after seeing the Museum on Spring Bank Holiday

Chester Trefoil Group

Wells Evening Society

Leaflet swap-shop
In full collaboration with Visit Herefordshire,
the Museum hosted a leaflet exchange before Easter. Many attractions in Herefordshire
took tables and displayed their leaflets, calendars and relevant goodies. Accommodation providers and other organisations took
full advantage and were taking away bundles
of leaflets for display by the carrier bagful!
Sally-Ann Roberts, MD of Visit Herefordshire,
said, ’Many thanks for providing the venue
and for making the day run so smoothly.’
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Education matters
‘Planning and delivery
were superb;
resources excellent’

‘Delivery was excellent’

Orleton Primary School, north Herefordshire

Sutton Primary Academy, near Hereford

‘A great visit
(our third)’

‘Super hands-on activities’

Lord Scudamore Academy, Hereford (Visit 1)

Lord Scudamore Academy, Hereford (Visit 2)

‘Excellent, as always’

‘Fantastic day!’

Riverside Primary School, Hereford (Visit 1)

Riverside Primary School, Hereford (Visit 2)

School visits are free of charge

‘A wonderful
day!’

The Waterworks Museum is an education partner with
Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water.
In collaboration with Dŵr Cymru, all pre-arranged
education visits to the Museum are free-of-charge.
To arrange a visit please contact Sharon Phillips.
Email:sharon.phillips2@dwrcymru.com
Tel: 07824 464 667

Investigators Home Study Group, Cricklade, Wiltshire
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From the Editor’s workbench …

Tony Palmer
The Museum notes with sadness the death of William
Anthony (Tony) Palmer. He served the Museum
faithfully around the turn of the century as a volunteer
engineer, as a Trustee and as Company Secretary.
Tony left technical college at
seventeen
to
work at EMI as a
laboratory assistant in the Research Department. At first he worked on radar projects but quickly moved over to developing TV cameras. Following National
Service he returned to EMI and gained
his HNC (electrical).
In 1959 he joined the Rank Organisation as Chief Test Engineer working on
Xerography, the forerunner of modern
copying machines. Soon afterwards he
became a member of the IEE.

Tony returned to EMI, now Thorn EMI,
as a military contracts officer and took
retirement in 1993. When his wife Sheila
retired three years later they fulfilled a
long ambition and moved to Leominster,
a part of England familiar to them.
While exploring possible things to do
they heard about the Museum from a
friend who was already a volunteer engineer, Colin Thompson. Tony decided to
‘give it a go’. He said afterwards, ‘It
turned out to be a far more satisfying
experience than I could have envisaged.’
Tony retired from volunteering some
years ago due to ill health but is still
fondly remembered for the contribution
he made and not least his good humour.

Role changes
Sue Hubbard has asked to stand
down from Directorship. She and
Fred Snelgrove will continue to look
after the Museum’s archives and
manage the collections; tasks they
have jointly been undertaking for
many years to great effect.
Consequently, they have asked to be
known as Joint Collections Officers and
the Council of Management has been
pleased to endorse this nomenclature
with immediate effect.
Sue has spent much time in the last few
months assisting Richard Curtis, Vicechairman, with the Museum’s application for re-accreditation There is more
information about this important development in Richard's article on the governance of the Museum on page 4.

Gala Day
Falling on the last Sunday in July, Gala
Day has become a greatly enjoyed annual event. This year’s is rather more
special than usual because, on 27th
July, we shall be celebrating the
40th Anniversary of the Museum.
All members of the Museum are invited
to Gala Day, plus their guests and the
visiting public. Our Guest of Honour is
always the Mayor of Hereford, this year
Cllr Len Tawn, who is a great supporter
of the tourism potential of Hereford City.
The Hereford Concert Band will be playing for our pleasure and we shall have a
wonderful line-up of historic vehicles.
Please make a special effort to join us
this year and, as it is the Ruby Anniversary of the Museum, please wear
something, anything, ruby red!

Membership and volunteering

For the Museum the membership is its life-blood and we welcome all those who have
an interest in the conservation of our unique industrial heritage for future generations.
Join at the Museum, by post using the form below or (better) using a Museum Gift Aid
certificate. Gift aid means an extra 25p for every £ of your membership or donation.

We desperately need more volunteers because of our very success.
The number of engines and the number of visitors are ever increasing.

Skilled or just enthusiastic, please help us to keep the wheels turning!
To the Hon Treasurer, Derek Duffett, Albyn House, 14 Prince Edward Road, Hereford HR4 0LG
I wish to become a member of the Waterworks Museum and agree to abide by its Constitution.
I enclose my subscription for membership:
Parent’s signature
Member £10.00  Signature__________________ Junior member £2.00  _______________
My name ___________________________________ Tel ______________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ Postcode ___________________

This engine had been discovered in a
farmer’s field in the village of Upton Bishop
near Ross-on-Wye. It was completely
seized up and in a very poor state indeed.
Museum volunteer engineers worked on it
for more than a year, gradually solving one
problem after another, until it ran reliably.
Research showed that the engine had been
designed to an Admiralty specification in
WWI for use on naval patrol vessels. Our
particular example had been made in 1917,
but at the start of WWII it had been
converted for us as a land-based engine on
a farm near Bristol. Its intervening history
has been lost to posterity.
Amongst the guests and visitors present
at the opening were two representatives
of the W H Allen Engineering
Association. In May this year they told
us that our restoration and display of
this historic engine had won a heritage
award from the Association.
The presentation will take place on Sunday
31st August by David Allen, the great
grandson of the founder, William Henry
Allen, of the famous engineering firm. This
will be at 2pm and my personal wish is that
as many members as possible will be on
site to witness the presentation of this
prestigious heritage award to the Museum.

… Noel Meeke
Registered Charity, Accredited Museum, Registered Company
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On Gala Day a year ago the then Mayor of
Hereford, Cllr Phil Edwards, unveiled a new
display in Bay 6. This was the W H Allen
single-cylinder high-speed steam engine.

The Waterworks Museum - Hereford

It is the membership which gives the Waterworks Museum its solid base in
the wider community. For each member the subscription provides free
access to the Museum on all public open days, mailed copies of the
newsletter WaterWords, the opportunity to have a say in the running of the
Museum at the AGM, a winter social event and a summer gala day.

[NB If the company is wound up every member is liable to a maximum of £1 and junior members 50pence]

Heritage awards are sparingly given
and when they come along it is like a
very special birthday gift. This is how
the Trustees received the surprise
news that the Museum had won a
prestigious heritage award and that it
would be presented in our 40th
Anniversary year.
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